Young Archaeologists on the Downs and Abonae, 10th July 2016
Our trips do not get much more local than this - a short walk for everybody up to the iconic Bristol
Downs.

Putting our time line ﬂags to good use

Meeting by Stoke Road our afternoon kicked off with a picnic and some football followed by
discussion on the prehistory of the Downs. We made a brief and for us, unusual venture into the
Palaeolithic as we considered the animal bones found in a ﬁssure in the old quarries; elephant,
rhinoceros, hyaena and bear suggested a warmer climate.
The main theme of the afternoon however was Romans and we had selected our picnic spot at the
foot of the extant Roman road running to Sea Mills - Abonae. More on this later. The Roman Road ,
marked on old maps as Via Julia, is a little subtle but once you know where to look, quite obvious.
It ran from Bath and can be picked up a various places, and again, on old maps, is marked on
Mariners Drive in Stoke Bishop.

Hannah and George hard at work

This was the second trip of the Clifton Antiquarian Club to this spot. The Club excavated the road
in 1900 which conﬁrmed its Roman legacy, and the results published in Volume 3 of our
Proceedings.
It is very interesting to compare surveying and recording techniques over the past 116 years and to
have this opportunity to analyse the morphology and taphonomy of the site over this period:

Above,the plans from 1901 and plans today using state of the art methodology.

George and Hannah studying the original CAC excavation report atop the road itself.

….and the Team!
Taking a short break from Roman Britain, we headed back to the Bronze Age, via short detour over to the
eighteenth century boundary stones marking the division between Clifton and Westbury parishes.

George and friends on a boundary stone

Hannah introduces Libby to her own, unique, ﬁeld walking techniques
There was clearly plenty of prehistoric activity going on in the area of the Downs - just down Stoke Road we
enter into “Druid land”, with at least ﬁve road names referencing the Neolithic chambered tomb now found in
a garden on Druid Stoke Avenue. A little further away we have some Bronze Age barrows on Kings Weston

Hill and ﬁnds at Coombe Dingle. And of course, lots of Iron Age activity  Stokeleigh Camp, Clifton Camp,
Blaise to name but a few. But what about on the Downs itself. We strolled over to Seven (now sadly three)
Sisters, a small clump of trees, sitting atop a suspicious looking mound. The claim that this is a Bronze Age
barrow is perhaps a little controversial,
Professor Tratman, writing in the Proceedings of the University of Bristol Speleological Society in 1946 casts
some doubt on its Bronze Age origins, despite commenting on Bronze Age artefacts found on Clifton Down.
He is right to be sceptical, the site lies next to the an old quarry and the trees themselves may have
contributed to the form of the mound. On the other hand, the Bristol City Council Report “Clifton and
Durdham Downs: A Landscape History”, published in February 2006, clearly list the site as Bronze Age in the
appendix, and that is good enough for us. And what a magniﬁcent Bronze Age barrow this is!
We took the opportunity to discuss Bronze age and Neolithic burial practice, and how they differ.

We will eat our hats if this is not Bronze Age!

From the Seven Sisters, we made the short journey to Abonae. This is fascinating, known today as Sea Mills,
this is Roman Bristol; the origins of the Bristol we know today lie in the Anglo Saxon period. We were lucky
enough to have Jac Wilson was with us, and Jac has excavated this site. Although there is little of Roman
origin to see on the surface, well, nothing, Jac was able to talk us through this amazing place.
Abonae lies at the conﬂuence of the Rver Trym and River Avon, that then runs into the Severn Estuary. A
two phase site, the original Roman bit was constructed along the banks of the Avon, in timber, probably a
garrison supporting Roman military activities over the water in Wales. The second phase was a stone
harbour just on the River Trym. What we see of the harbour today are the walls of an eighteenth century
construction; the remains of a commercial enterprise with ambitions to make Bristol the centre of the whaling
trade. It is very tempting to think there may be Roman stone amongst the blocks in these walls. There are
tantalising reports of Roman arches buried in the silt on the river side and no record of their being removed.

This is one of the most important Roman sites in the country, it would be interesting to learn if the local
residents appreciate the importance of the land on which their houses are built. This importance is
recognised and prevented the construction of a housing estate.
Flooding was as much an issue in Roman times as it today, particularly with the signiﬁcant tidal range of the
Avon. The second phase, the more permanent settlement was build on higher ground.
The site is conﬁgured in classic Roman style  just around a bend in the river with a series of signal stations
for early warning of activity from troublesome locals - such as maybe Caractacus, who we have met several
times before and is usually played by George.

Aware that there was no Roman stuff to be seen, we brought our own along!
Libby with a Roman oil lamp, on the banks of a Roman town.
As with the Downs, this was not the ﬁrst visit of the Club to Sea Mills. In 1893 the platform at the station was
being extended and Frederick Ellis conducted what today might be called a watching brief. Unfortunately, he
could only visit in the evenings, so missed most of the spoil that was removed from the workings each day.
He was informed that very ﬁne Samian Ware and coins were being found, but the ofﬁcials did not allow him
to see them.
However, the station master, the very courteous Mr Lewis and his son, were more sympathetic and showed
him some samples that they picked up. Mr Ellis mentions coins of Claudius and Vespasian. Jac commented
on how early the site was, and these are two early Emperors. Mr Ellis seemed to have spent quite a lot of
effort in talking to local people about Roman material that was found in their gardens and ﬁelds and the
paper, which can be found in Volume 3 of our Proceedings is a short but rather quaint and informative read.
This spot is remarkably atmospheric, it is easy to image a trireme appearing around the bend, full of soldiers,
or maybe wine, and you can almost smell the garum.
This was a splendid afternoon, great sites, great company and lots of exciting ideas for future projects.

The eighteenth century harbour, but underneath, undoubtedly magniﬁcent Roman architecture.

Hannah and Libby mining local clay - no doubt
Roman children did the same thing.

Membership of the Young Archaeologist group is growing,
particularly amongst the canine section!
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